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Press Release 
March 19th, 2022 

 

SERGIO DAVÌ HERO OF TWO OCEANS. 

FROM ATLANTIC TO PACIFIC 

CROSSING BY THE CANAL OF PANAMÀ. 

 

About a month ago we saw him “double” his atlantic record with the great crossing from Cape Verde to French Guyana in 

just six non stop sailing days. Now we see him “conquering” the coveted Pacific Ocean crossing by the Canal of 

Panamà, a charming and extraordinary infrastructural work that has seen, for its building, the participation of many 

Italians. 

 

 

 

After the Caribbean stopovers in Port of Spain and Curaçao, Sergio Davì, master of the “Ocean to Ocean RIB 

Adventure”, had taken advantage of the long technical stop in the beautiful Colombian city of Cartagena for a check-up 

on the two DF300Bs outboards, scheduled with Suzuki Motor de Colombia and a general check on the New Jolly Prince 

38cc and on the Simrad on-board instruments which to date confirm high performance and none "stress" from extreme 

sailing. 

 

The transit operation along the Canal of Panama has been quite delicate and long, not only during the navigation of 

8 hours and 30 minutes for only 49 nautical miles (which took place at night), where it is necessary to carefully follow all  
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instructions provided by the Canal Authority, but above all during the steps before the authorization for which it was 

necessary to wait 8 days. Before the transit, capt. Davì and his Aretusa Explorer (alias Nuova Jolly Prince 38cc) have 

been welcomed by the Shelter Bay Marina in Fuerte Sherman (on the Atlantic entry of the Canal), where the needed 

(and expensive) inspections have been also carried out. 

Special guest, Stefano Germani, financial manager of I-Tronik, who reached captain Davì in Colombia to offer him his 

help and support during the Panamanian crossing. In fact, transit instructions include to have an aid on board able to 

manage instructions by radio and the ropes in case of transit in a convoy * (* ie several boats lined up). 

 

        

 

With the arrival at Pacific a new adventure in the adventure starts for Davì and the meaning of the name of the expedition 

- Ocean to Ocean RIB Adventure – becomes real: and adventure by RIB from an ocean to another one!  

However, the mission cannot yet be said to have been accomplished. There are still 3,000 nautical miles to sail until 

the final destination! 

 

To keep updated about the Ocean to Ocean RIB Adventure it’s enough consult official Facebook (Sergio Davì 

Adventures) e Instagram (@sergiodavi_adventures) social pages. 

Furthermore, it is possible to follow real time the captain and his Aretusa Explorer by the following GPS tracker link made 

by SGS Tracking: http://www.sgstracking.com/live/index.html?id=263 . 

 

--- 

#oceantooceanribadventure #sergiodaviadventures #CCM #palermolosangelesingommone #suzukimarine #wayoflife #cuoresuzuki 

#nuovajollymarine #prince38cc #simrad #TeamSimrad #cipolladal1950gioiellieri #itronik #marinaarenella #portoasecco #quickitaly 

#motul #originalbymotul #poweredbymotul #dometic #sgstracking #oceanopacifico #pacificocean #panamà #canaldepanamà  
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